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•Very relevant in the current federal government environment

•RDAs and the grass roots has been identified as being crucial

Effective regional development

•RDAs and the grass roots has been identified as being crucial

•Local empowerment is highlighted

•Now is a good time to get things right



• Conventional “Top down” approach

•promotes the competitive advantages of a region & 

Regional development models

•promotes the competitive advantages of a region & 

attraction of outside industries to relocate 

•thus providing opportunities for its local residents



•regional development agencies focused on “business 

first” market driven ethos

Top down model

first” market driven ethos

•streamline the development approval processes, 

undertake urban business district development, and 

offer reduced taxes to firms and subsidise relocation.



•Issues of housing, environment and community welfare 

not always considered to be issues concerning regional 

Challenges to conventional approach

not always considered to be issues concerning regional 

economic development 

•Economic development will never be successful or 

sustainable unless social issues are first addressed 

•“Top-down” approach - reliance on outside industry or 

market demands leave a region vulnerable and lacking 

self-sufficiency (mining)



“Regional development is not about political largesse at 

election time. Too often, that has been the lens through 

Simon Crean

election time. Too often, that has been the lens through 

which regionalism has been viewed. Instead, we need to 

view regional development through the lens of economic, 

social, and environmental development.”

National Press Club: 29 September, 2010 Canberra



“…empowerment of local communities is the key to 

unlocking the economic and social potential in regional 

Simon Crean

unlocking the economic and social potential in regional 

Australia”

National Press Club: 29 September, 2010 Canberra



“action by people locally to create economic opportunities 

and enhance the social and environmental conditions of 

Community Economic Development Model

and enhance the social and environmental conditions of 

their communities particularly with those most 

marginalized, on a sustainable and inclusive basis” 

The Canadian Community Economic Development Network, 2009



“We don’t want wish lists. We want communities to be 

able to take responsibility for charting their economic, 

Simon Crean

able to take responsibility for charting their economic, 

social, and environmental wellbeing and devise a way 

forward that stacks up against sound socio-economic 

principles.”

National Press Club: 29 September, 2010 Canberra



•Empowering individuals and community with the skills 

and opportunities for engagement

What does this require?

and opportunities for engagement

•Cooperation between organisations (silo mentality) –

within regions and between the different levels of 

government

•Good knowledge about issues – research gaps

•Gaining consensus – especially hard within large diverse 

regions

•Political will



•Regional development elites

•“Churn” through organisations

What gets in the way

•“Churn” through organisations

•Re-creating wheels

•Lack of clarity 

•Lack of sound research

•Very difficult to gain consensus (sustainable development?)

•Political will (see above)

•Tyranny of distance



It appears bottom-up approaches fail to take into account the larger 

economic context in which regions must operate (Eversole, 2003) whilst 

And…..Finally

top-down reliance on global exports and imports precludes self-

sustaining local economies (Mansell, 2005).  Therefore, an 

understanding of the intimate links between regional and global 

contexts is required to bridge the gap in regional economic 

development strategies. Eversole (2003) suggests that any framework or 

model of sustainable regional development must consider both contexts 

and provide a top-down as well as a bottom-up approach.



Thank YouThank You


